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!
!
!
Introduction

!

In this essay I will analyse my own design Manifesto and explore the creative process
conducted in the first stage of my major project: “The ultimate expression of Italian passion”.
I will then illustrate my personal design philosophy. To do that, I will start by looking at the
Manifesto and illustrating the research that brought me on my personal concept of “Design
of Emotion”.

!

I will then focus on why I consider “The ultimate expression of Italian passion” the
highest portrayal of my designer identity. In order to do so, I will illustrate my entire design
process. I will start by clarifying the reason why I picked Alfa romeo as a symbol of italian
automotive passion. This brand inspired followers all over the world, thanks to its glorious
past and its strong values, which I identified via interviews and “brand DNA” research, thus
making it the focal point of my design. To further delve into this concept, I then expanded
my brand research into three design development directions guided by an informed market
analysis. I will show the reason why I developed three specific concepts during my first stage
of my project. Moreover, I will illustrate my vision for the materials and technologies
complementing my exterior design. To conclude I will describe my final design proposals and
explain the reasons why I ultimately chose to develop and finalise my Alfa Romeo super car.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!

Inside my Design Manifesto
My Manifesto is the result of deep philosophical and artistic research, driven by the

desire to build my own philosophy in order to reflect my real designer identity. My Manifesto
will focus on three key rules which will provide the foundation for my project:

!
1. Embody beauty
2. Produce a timeless design
3. Transfer passion into a form

!
Beauty is a complex concept. As stated by Aristoteles in “Rhetoric” (1361b): “Beauty
varies with the time of life…” (Aristotle and Barnes, 1995). Indeed, even if I delineate a
concept of beauty, this can never be definitive and is will undoubtably change with my
development as designer. However, I maintain a fundamental principle: taking a symbol of
eternal beauty as an inspiration. Given my experience, even if beauty is a subjective concept
we can recognise the existence of objects that fascinate and capture human imagination.
Indeed, today I strive to find this concept in everything that generates a spontaneous
attraction to the human eye.

!
In order to produce a timeless design I explored art works whose beauty and charm
remain unchanged over time. Indeed, this process brought me to start a deep analysis of
classical sculpture which, despite the simplicity of surfaces evokes emotions and dynamism
(Figure 1). By investigating the fulcrum of classical sculpture, the human being, I aim to
unlock the secrets behind this effect. The latter are fittingly stated in the following passage by
Kant :“the product of beautiful art, although it is designed, must not seem to be designed,
beautiful art must look like nature, although we are conscious of it as art” (Kant, 2005).
Consequently, I decided to take the human body as an inspiration when trying to sculpt a
vehicle body. In addition, “the human figure is thought to be elect amongst natural forms and
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the closest to the ideal perfection, it is also the one that with the harmony of its forms makes
up the infinite harmony of the cosmos”. (Argan, 1972)1

!
In order to transfer passion into a form, I first had to investigate which brand could be
considered an image of automotive enthusiasm. Therefore, my aim was to be able to transfer
this passion into the design process and carve it in my final product. However, I consider
beauty and passion to be complementary in design. In other words, I see passion in a product
when there is harmony and tension between the single elements. In the same way, “only a
compound can be beautiful, never anything devoid of parts; the several parts will have beauty,
not in them selves, but only as working together to give a comely total. Its law must run
throughout” (Hofstadter and Kuhns, 1976). Accordingly, my desire is to capture dynamism
and the fervour of passion, “the love of danger, the habit of energy and
fearlessness” (Humphreys, 1999) through the combination of harmony and extreme tension
into a simple beautiful surface.

!
Figure 1: “Discobulo” by Mirone (Anon, 2015)

“La figura umana è pensata essere la più eletta delle forme naturali e la più prossima alla perfezione ideale,
essa è anche quella che compendia nell’armonia delle proprie forme l’infinita armonia del cosmo”
1
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!

Alfa Romeo symbol of passion
Following my investigation of automotive brands I identified Alfa Romeo as the

automaker that above all can be considered the symbol of Italian passion. Indeed, since its
conception in 1915 up until the 1950s, Alfa Romeo held a legendary status in the racing
world. Especially in the 40s when the italian fascist dictator Benito Mussolini approached the
company (Colombo and Allievi, 2009). One of the things that a dictator needs is prestige and
there was no better way of gaining national prestige than winning grand prix races. The
government changed the brand priority completely letting Alfa Romeo become a symbol of
the country. In addition, drivers such as Nuvolari and Varzi were regarded as heroes, fuelling
the Alfa Romeo myth to growth within the hearts of Italian people, which is still very much
alive today. In addition, legendary characters marked the story of this brand which was the
birth place of Enzo Ferrari’s career, who brought FIAT engineer, Vittorio Jano into the
company, marking the beginning of Alfa Romeo’s racing success thanks to his “Alfa Romeo
P2” (Anselmi and Moretti, 1982). Alfa Romeo production cars meant performance and
innovation, indeed they were “Among the first car designs to show the way forward the
european streamlining”(Sparke, 2002). A perfect example of this

was the 40-60 HP

“Aerodinamica” designed by Giuseppe Merosi (Figure 2).

Figure 2: side view of the 40-60 HP “Aerodinamica” (Carstyling.ru, 2015).

!
!
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After the war, the intention was to enter in the mass civilian production. An Italian
engineer, Orazio Satta Puliga designed the “1900” which was the first Alfa Romeo to be
mass produced. In addition, it was the first monocoque chassis and four cylinder car of this
brand giving a new “theme” for all the production cars from those days (Alfa Romeo Owners
Club, 2015). Despite the new production expansion, Alfa Romeo maintained a strong name
in the racing world. Indeed, the street legal “33 Stradale" was produced on the basis of the
“Tipo 33/2” which won the 24 Hours of Daytona in 1968 (Silodrome.com, 2015). “The
body proposed by Alfa Romeo is a sleek aluminum coupe designed by Franco Scaglione…
The style of the 33 Stradale is charming [and elegant], such as to constitute one of the most
representative brand icons today.” (Ardizio and Leonello, 2015)2. The one thing that Alfa
Romeo was always very good at, was taking a good design and capitalising it: the “Giulietta”
became the bigger “Giulia” and the wide range of versions such as the “Spider” and the
“Veloce”. As a result, this established a golden age of Alfa Romeo mass-production, where
the customer could buy a car with almost unique combination of character and performance.

!
After 1980, it was clear that the company can not longer carry on in its own account.
Fiat acquired the company. Unfortunately, whilst Fiat was able to maintain the strong sport
character of Alfa Romeo production cars, the company slowly vanished from the world of
racing competition. As a consequence the Alfa Romeo brand lost part of its charm and
innovation. However, in recent years they showed the will to came back to their heyday in
which Alfa Romeo meant engine reliability and incredible performance. Indeed the new
Giulia launch went together with a strong company motto: “La Meccanica delle Emozioni”
that in italian mens “Mechanics of Emotions”. Consequently “Alfa Romeo […] is now, more
than ever, a symbol of endless innovation and pure driving pleasure”. (Alfaromeo.co.uk,
2015).

!
!
!
!
!
“La carrozzeria proposta da Alfa Romeo è una slanciata coupé in alluminio firmata Franco Scaglione… La
linea della 33 Stradale è affascinante [ed elegante], tale da costituire ancora oggi una delle icone più
rappresentative del marchio”
2
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Values & brand “DNA”

Figure 3: the figure above displays a synthesis of my graphic research about Alfa Romeo design.
Analysed models: “8C Competizione”, “Brera”, “33 Stradale”, “4C`’, “Disco Volante”, “159”, “Giulietta” and
“Giulia”.

!

In order to design an Alfa Romeo, I had to delineate the canons which have
distinguished this brand on its production. Alfa Romeo became lionised as an artwork maker
as much as an automaker. Their cars were considered beautiful and well made. To capture
their distinctive features, I proceeded with a graphical analysis of a wide range of brand
iconic models (Figure 3). As a result I found important elements that which are omnipresent
in their cars. “The Front-end makes the car and the model recognisable at the first
glance” (Alfaromeo.co.uk/Distinctive Features, 2015). Indeed, the birth of the “Giulietta” will
constitute the “Trilobo” as the front graphic characterising the production until today. This
features is constituted by a central shield, wearing the Alfa Romeo logo, and two iconic side
“whiskers”. During the modern or “rational” era, the whiskers gradually transformed in two
important air-intakes for the front wheels breaks.

!
Staring at Alfa romeo’s side view, we can recognise an organic body naturally carved by
a few simple lines giving a sense of harmony and natural dynamism. The rear is characterised
by a powerful overall volume, giving an enlarged stance which graphically pushes the car on
the ground. Indeed, despite the simplicity of the rear graphics the car assumes an aggressive
look. In addition, analysing iconic Alfa Romeo cars, we can see an alternation between classic
rounded lights and aggressive sharp lights.

!
!
After this first graphic exploration, I carried out other kind of researches. I was lucky
enough to talk to Filippo Perini ex chief designer Lamborghini which now is moving in Ital
Design. Between 2006 and 2007, he worked on the design of one of the most iconic Alfa
GIORGIO MAZZITELLI
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Romeo: the“8C Competizione”. With him, I share the key words of what a timeless Alfa
Romeo design should be. We also agreed that an Alfa Romeo requires an organic and clean
shape, maintaining harmony and tension between the lines which carve the car body. In
addition, in order to understand the real meaning behind this brand I sent the question,
“what Alfa Romeo means to you?”, to a wide rage of “Alfisti3” clubs all over the world. In the
answers I received, 40% of people compared Alfa Romeo with attraction and seduction,
while over 80% compared Alfa Romeo to a beautiful woman. However, all of them agreed
that Alfa romeo symbolises passion.

!
!

!

Market analysis and design
development directions
In order to delineate, at least three design development directions I proceeded by

analysing the Alfa Romeo market. Alfa Romeo is owned by Fiat Chrysler Automobiles group
(FCA). For this reason, I explored the world wide range of FCA specific markets. By doing so,
I first outlined three market zones (Figure 4) in which Alfa Romeo sales and market position
has increased in recent years. Consequently, I decided to set up Europe, Australia and the US
as the marketplaces where my concepts should be sold in 2020, especially in the United States
where, “Started in November 2014 the sales of the Alfa Romeo “4C” … achieved a success
beyond expectations of production” (Carsitaly.net, 2015). In addition, Sergio Marchionne,
Chief Executive Officer of FCA group, announced the will to restructure the company and
to bring back Alfa Romeo to be an exclusive brand with BMW, Audi and Mercedes as
competitors (Blasting News, 2015). The reason for this is to promote the brand as symbol of
Italian vigour and passion into that market dominated by the “cold” german spirit. Owing to
this, my concepts are going to be set in different exclusive market fascias.

!
!
!
!
!
3

“Alfisti” is the name given to Alfa Romeo’s most passionate owners
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Figure 4: World map, which display the three market zone where Alfa Romeo sales are increase in 2015

My first concept it is going to be priced in highest market range. In recent years, the
super car market showed a radical expansion. For example, hyper cars such as “La Ferrari”
and the McLaren “P1” sold out almost before their commercial launch (Telegraph.co.uk,
2013). In addition, the Lamborghini “Huracan” “has officially racked up…3,000 global sales
in just 10 months.” (Ireson, 2015). Furthermore, this concept is going to place itself in a more
specific market niche, between hyper cars and super cars which are distinguished among
them for materials, performance and of course the price. The reason for this, is to create a
super car with a unique character, in order to exalt that “touch” of Alfa Romeo passion and
fervour. Accordingly the design of the Alfa Romeo “Veemenza” is going to bring something
never seen and felt before, with a graphic expression of emotions carved into its body.

!
The name for my second concept is Alfa Romeo “Chimera”. The latter is a
mythological greek monster, an hybrid creature represented “[as] fire-breathing female
monster resembling a lion in the forepart… with a tail that ends in a snake’s
head” (Encyclopedia Britannica, 2015). This name represents the philosophy behind this
concept, which is the fusion between the Alfa Romeo sportive soul, symbolised by the snake,
and the off-road capabilities representing the lion. This concept is thought to be expression of
Alfa Romeo passion into a new market sector in which the brand is not yet present.

!
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In my last concept I wanted to symbolise the Alfa Romeo’s glorious history and to
mark the return of this brand into the racing world. Indeed, this design development is
directed to create an Alfa Romeo LMP1, Le Mans car. The aim of this concept is to
graphically represent the extreme values of this brand, through dramatic proportion,
beautiful dynamics and an aerodynamic body.

!
Technology

!

As stated Giorgetto Giugiaro “a good designer must also be a bit an engineer. He must
hold a minimum knowledge that allows him to support, even in the production process, the
design and the project solution he has in mind” (Bega, 2014). For this reason I decided to
delineate the technology behind the body of the three concept design development directions
designated.

!
The Alfa Romeo super-car is going to use the same carbon-fibre monocoque chassis
used on “La Ferrari”. Consequently the FCA group should not have extra research and
development costs regarding this specific component. In addition, this chassis has been
conceived and developed directly from the F1 experience in the choice of material and
design. Indeed, the chassis is made of 5 differential a high tensile-strength carbon-fibre and
for the underbody this material is combined with Kevlar to protect the carbon structure.
Besides, “an important innovation is the seat structure completely integrated into the chassis,
reducing weight and ensuring a more compact architecture”. (YouTube, Ferrari Channel,
2015). The Alfa Romeo “Veemenza” required a racing spirit in order to evoke the brand’s
glorious history in racing. For this reason I decided to use a supposed Alfa Romeo brand new
V10 engine developed using the 055 as a starting point, which was used on the Ferrari F2005
in the F1 Championship (Figure 5). Indeed, despite Alfa Romeo was inclined to use smaller
engine in their production cars they developed V10 engines for concept race cars such us the
“SE 048 SP” or the “164 ProCar”. The latter, on the Monza racetrack “in September 9,
1988… had itself immortalised by speed guns at the grand speed of 329 km/h”4 (Ardizio and
Leonello, 2015).

4

Il 9 Settermbre 1988…si fece immortalare dalle fotocellule alla bellezza di 329 km/h.
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!
The Alfa Romeo crossover concept required a more economical but lightweight
chassis. For this reason, I decided to use the aluminium chassis just used on the “Giulietta”.
Owing to this, we should limit development costs and also reduce the production charge itself.
In addition, despite the economic advantages of this component, the “Giulietta” “achieved a
five-star crash-test rating from Euro NCAP” (Gratton, 2011). In order to ensure the Alfa
Romeo dynamism, this concept is going use a high performance engine in its most powerful
version such as the Alfa Romeo V6 engine used on the new “Giulia-Quadrifoglio
Verde” (Figure 6), developed in collaboration with Ferrari. As a consequence, the Alfa Romeo
“Chimera” should evoke the racing competition history of the brand.

!
For the same reason, the Alfa Romeo V6 is perfectly suitable for my third design
concept the Alfa Romeo “LMP1”. The long absence from racing competition of this brand
means a completely new engineering research and development process will be required.
Indeed, I had hypothesise a brand new carbon-fibre monocoque chassis inspired by the one
used on the Porsche “919 Hybrid”. The latter, is equipped of two groundbreaking lateral
diffusers that increase the downforce during cornering.

Figure 5: 055 Ferrari engine (Allf1.info, 2015)

Figure 6: New Giulia V6 engine (Auto Express, 2015)

!
!
!
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Finally, these three concepts are going to use the “Hi-Kers" system (Figure 4). Hi-Kers
is an hybrid technology directly developed by the F1 world, which despite not allowing for a
fully electric drive mode, reduces CO2 emissions and fuel consumptions by 50%. In addition,
“the Hi-Kers system was designed to guarantee a constant supply of electrical power to
supplement the [V10] output… [allowing] the engineer to optimise the internal combustion
engine performance” (YouTube, Ferrari Channel, 2015). Consequently, this system generates
the same torque density and efficiency of an F1 car. Moreover, the “Hi-Kers” lowers the
centre of gravity and does not effect car dimensions. As a result, this solution allows to
maintain a compact and agile design. In conclusion, these three concept packages are
designed with the aim to follow the common thought about environmental protection as well
as preserving incredible performance and pure driving pleasure.

!

!
Figure 7: The “Hi-Kers” system highlighted in green on “LaFerrari” V12 engine. (Gluckman, 2015).

!
!
!
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Design proposals

Figure 8: First stage final rendering of the Alfa Romeo “Veemenza”

As in my intent, after a wide design research and development, I finalised three design
direction proposals. I started with a deep surface study trying to delineate the overall volume
of each concept.

!
The volume of the Alfa Romeo super car is muscular and dynamic. In addition the
powerful rear wheel arch makes the wheel a focal point, which symbolises the Alfa Romeo
rear wheel drive soul. The glass-house is reminiscent of the iconic “33 Stradale”, which won
the Gold Cup in Villa d’Este elegance competition (La Repubblica, 2011). In order to reduce
the weight of this solution, the glass is just 3.5mm thick (as in the McLaren “P1”), 1.5mm
thinner than the glass in normal cars, exempt in the back window “tail” where the glass is
replaced by plastic (Greencardesign.com, 2015). The glass teardrop shape is surrounded by
an organic “skeleton”, graphically connected with the simple side graphics. In addition, this
solution allows the air passing naturally around the teardrop shape to flow into three airintakes opening behind the driver position. This feature exploits the aerodynamic advantages
of the teardrop shape to cool the powerful V10 engine. The graphic connection between the
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triangular side design feature and the glasshouse infuse extreme tension and dynamism into
the body. In addition the triangular shape is reflected in the front, encapsulating the
monumental headlights, which recall a wide range of iconic Alfa Romeo models. Moreover,
this feature creates a graphic muscular tension which seems generate from the distinctive Alfa
Romeo “Trilobo”. The latter is connected with the bonnet via a functional air-escape for the
radiator. Finally, the Alfa Romeo “Veemenza” rear is sculpted by few lines that generate a
simple graphic involving a large hot air-escape vent. In addition the long glass-house tail is
connected with the sharp rear lights contributing to an aggressive look.

Figure 9: Selection of sketches from my Alfa Romeo super car design development
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Figure 10: First stage final rendering of the Alfa Romeo “LMP1”

!

The Alfa Romeo “LMP1” Le Mans is characterised by dramatic proportion and a
visible graphic effect of tension. On this design, The body seems to form a natural dynamic
skin for the package, following the chassis form. On the side, the shorter central body
combined with the negative aerodynamic surface hides behind the front wheel arch, forms an
overall tension between lines. In addition the exposed carbon-fibre lateral diffuser reveals the
lightweight core of this concept. On the rear, the body appears to stretch to grab the rear
wheels. As a consequence, this muscular effect gives power to the rear wheel. Moreover, the
natural sculpture derived from the chassis leaves exposed engine mechanical parts, whose
cover was designed to recall the “heart” which drove Alfa Romeo’s past racing dreams. The
front iconic triangular bonnet is inspired by “GP Tipo 158” which won the F1 World
Championship in 1950 holding a total supremacy each race without ever losing one
(Grandprixhistory.org, 2015). The hot air from the radiator is channeled through the side vent
on the lateral carbon-fibre wing generating low pressure at hight speed, for better cornering.
The two exhausts work together with the rear diffuser and the spoiler to generate downforce.
In addition, the spoiler can move to adapt the amount of downforce according to the track
necessity.

!
!
!
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!

Figure 11: First stage final rendering of the Alfa Romeo “Chimera”

!
!

The Alfa Romeo “Chimera” is a four seat high performance crossover, whose
competitors should be the Mercedes-Benz “GLA45” or the Porsche “Macan”. I started
developing this concept trying to maintain a clean and simple surface. On the side view the
iconic Alfa Romeo powerful shoulder line working together with the light catcher increases
the graphic power to the rear wheel drive. The front “Trilobo” is encompassed by the front
wheel arches. The game between negative and positive surfaces transform the iconic front
graphic in a focal point pushing it forward. The rear design is naturally carved on the body by
the other graphics. For example, the cars rear is graphically pushed on the floor by a light
catcher on top of the exhaust, which is sculpted by the natural extension of the side graphic.
In conclusion the iconic rounded lights seems sustained by a small but strong sport rear
spoiler. The Latter, gives a more elegant and aggressive look to the simplicity of the rear
sculpture. The simple and iconic body design is then in contrast with a modern sleek
complete glasshouse that brings elegance and comfort to the strong “brutal” body work.

!
!
!
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Conclusion

!

In conclusion, a long philosophic exploration to delineate my designer identity and
then a brand and market analysis, brought me to produce three design concepts, which
represent of my Manifesto. In this process the brand history and design “DNA” study helped
me to marge my design intent with Alfa Romeo values and distinctive design features. Finally,
I decided to proceed with the development and finalisation process of my Alfa Romeo supercar “Veemenza”. In this concept, a general muscular tension runs throughout the single
simple design elements. Moreover in this design each element is endowed with a specific
function. Indeed “[in] a good works of art… it is not possible either to take away or to add
anything, implying that excess and defect destroy the goodness of works of art” (White, 1985).
All the design elements form a single natural flow all over the body, which seems self-sculpted,
gently embracing both the package and external elements such as lights and the exhaust. The
light-weight compact super car concept is also the one that, above all, has the right
proportions to be considered a symbol of Alfa Romeo character. Furthermore it tallies with
FCA plans, to enlarge the super-car production, due to the rapid expansion of this specific
market. This concept brings the quintessential Alfa Romeo to life marking it as an exclusive
brand enhancing the effect of the group within this market fascia. This car is the one that best
embodied the objectives which I set for myself: carve emotion and my passion in a simple
beautiful surface. Indeed, looking at my Alfa Romeo “Veemenza” I see a dynamic powerful
movement, driven by passion and dreams, captured and carved into a sleek beautiful car
body.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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